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Static Methods and Variables
You've discovered that instance variables are very useful for when you have
information in one method of a class and you want to keep it somewhere where
another method can see it. By storing a value in an instance variable, I make it permanently available to all
methods of an object.

Sometimes I want to share information in this same way, but I want to be able to share that information
between multiple objects of the same class, rather than just different methods of the same object. Because
every object has its owm copy of the instance variables declared for its class, an instance variable won't
work to share between objects. We need a place that is visible to all objects, all the time. It turns out that the
one thing that all objects can always see is the class objects, the objects that represent a whole class.

To make a method or variable belong to the class object, rather than to the instances of that class, you
declare it with the keyword "static". A static variable or method can be accesed as
ClassName.foo or ClassName.foo(). Since everyone can see the class object ClassName, this
means that static methods that are public can be used anywhere in the program. This is how the Math class
works.

. 1 Suppose that all Asteroids are drawn circled in a certain color, and you want other classes to be
able to get and set that color. Fill in the declaration, getter, and setter for color, remembering that it
should be static (one color shared by all Asteroids).

import java.awt.Color;

public class Asteroid extends GameObject {
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   public void draw(Graphics g) {
      drawCircle(g, Asteroid.getColor());
   }
}



. 2 Here is one example of a common use of static variables.

public class PersonWithID extends Object {
   private static int count = 0;
   private int id;
   
   public PersonWithID() {
      super();
      id = count;
      count++;
   }
   
   public int getID() {
      return id;
   }
}

Explain what the count and id variables are used for in this example.

. 3 Here is another example of a common use of static variables and methods:

public class Ship extends GameObject {
   Ship ship = new Ship();
   
   private Ship() {
      super(300, 580, "ship");
      setTeam(1);
   }
   
   public static Ship getShip() {
      return ship;
   }
}

What is going on here? Why is the constructor private? How many ships will ever exist? Why would
I want to do this?


